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reast cancer happened to other women, but not
me. My attention was always focused on my
quadriplegia—forty-five years in a wheelchair saddled
me with enough medical challenges without thinking of cancer. God would never add that to the mix, I
thought. And my most recent mammogram had been
nine years earlier.
My attitude changed one morning in the bathroom when I noticed that my right breast was a little
misshapen. I called my husband Ken and he confirmed my suspicion. “I feel a lump,” he said, “a large
one.” At first his words bounced off my brain, but
then I realized, So I’m not immune . . . cancer may touch
my life after all. The next day I visited a radiologist.
After that, a needle biopsy confirmed what we all suspected. The next thing I knew, I was in the hospital
for a mastectomy.
While I was in recovery after the operation, I
struggled to come out of my grogginess—especially
when I spotted my surgeon on the other side of the
room. When he came to my bedside, his words cut
through the fog. “Joni, it was a rather large tumor . . .
and I had to take a number of lymph nodes that indicated cancer.” Those weren’t the words I had hoped to
hear, but there wasn’t time to process such a shocking
diagnosis. I had to focus on healing so that I could
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begin treatment for my Stage III breast cancer—five
months of chemotherapy.
Ken was wonderfully supportive, carefully changing my drainage vials every morning and bandaging
my wounds every night. Finally, when my chest healed,
we visited the oncologist for a rundown on what to
expect. He minced no words. I would have to return
to the hospital to have a port surgically inserted in my
chest. Toxic drugs would weaken my already fragile
bones, and blood clots were a risk, as were lung and
bladder infections. I would face nausea and hair loss.
I’d have to change my diet to ward off fatigue, and on
and on. The doctor left the office for a moment, and
when he closed the door, I broke down. “I can’t do
this,” I sobbed into Ken’s arms. “It’s too much, too
overwhelming. I can’t do it!”
You’re in a Good Fight
Cancer is a word that can curdle the blood. The chance
of developing invasive breast cancer at some time in a
woman’s life is around one in eight (twelve percent).1
For years it was labeled a terminal disease. But the
good news is that thanks to improvements in treatment and early detection, millions of women survive
breast cancer today.
Whether you’re worried about developing breast
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cancer, making decisions about treatment, or trying to
deal with the ups and downs of chemotherapy, there
are things you can do to make the most of your battle.
Yes, it is a battle. You are in the battle of your life
(for your life), but there is hope. Millions of women
have gone through what you now face, and they have
survived. In every community across America, there
are breast cancer support groups. October is now
known as Breast Cancer Awareness Month. There is
plenty of help, information, and hope to go around.
And with Jesus Christ, there is always hope. He
even believes your fight against cancer can be a good
one (1 Timothy 6:12). Even though you may feel as
I once did—overwhelmed and fainthearted—you
can find courage. It’s possible. I discovered wonderful
anchors for my soul that buoyed my spirits during the
roughest days and beyond. These insights bolstered
my soul so much that I just had to pass them along.
So I want to offer you real hope with the following
facts from God’s Word.
1. You’re not alone.
The night before I took my first round of chemotherapy, I read Jesus’ words in John 21:18: “. . . someone else will dress you and lead you where you do not
want to go.” The next morning Ken dressed me and
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took me where I “did not want to go”—a dreaded
chemo clinic.
When the nurse drove the needle into my port, I
struggled with overwhelming feelings again: Lord, I’m
already a quadriplegic and I deal with pain almost daily.
I feel so alone, like you’ve abandoned me. Yet, looking at
the IV with a steady drip of poison seeping into my
veins, the Bible already had an answer for me: “God
has said, ‘Never will I leave you; never will I forsake
you.’ So we say with confidence, ‘The Lord is my
helper; I will not be afraid’” (Hebrews 13:5−6). Jesus,
the most God-forsaken man who ever lived, endured
our fears and afflictions so that he, in turn, might say
to you and me, “I will never forsake you; I will never
leave you.”
There were times when my faith would vacillate.
But I anchored my faith to this response from the
psalmist who also fought discouragement: “Whom
have I in heaven but you? And earth has nothing I
desire besides you. My flesh and my heart may fail,
but God is the strength of my heart and my portion
forever” (Psalm 73:25−26).
With that first day in chemo, I began the prayerful habit of looking to God’s Word for emotional
balance, as well as a healthy dose of the true reality. I
prayed, Lord, thank you that I’m not alone. You are here,
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